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The Study included five sections: 
 
Part I: 

 Introduction of the research definition of research: Included this 
section on the front of research and its importance, as was discussed in 
which the positions of playing competitive skills development offensive in 
the game of volleyball, as the best coaches in the world and has long been 
interested in the question of how access to the best of competition, art that 
requires the player to perform as soon as possible and less effort as possible 
as well as the strong foundation upon which to build the game. This will 
require the upgrading of sports coach in the level of excitement, and 
enjoyment of participation and practice of play and increase the motivation 
of the players, as the benefits of excellence in the sporting event and the 
launch of energy and effort required to accomplish the technical skills. 

Hence requires the preparation of positions to play good competition, 
because of the volleyball players they must perform defensive and offensive 
skills centers defensive play and offensive Due to the intensity of the game 
and the need for rotation of players to fill all positions in the pitch during 
the match. 

As well as competitive positions in the training curriculum, which 
gives a great incentive for players who are looking forward to the day that is 
new and self-motivated towards development and mastery of new things to 
raise their skills and mobility. 
Research problem: 

Through the exercise of a researcher for the game of volleyball as a 
player and coach, he noted that most of the trainers working to train the 
players in the circumstances of individual training skills isolated from any 
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link or increasing the frequency of the positions are many and varied, 
especially in technical skills, offensive, since most of the players are good 
in training but in the game without their level, and because this game 
features high speed in the movements and the change from defense to attack 
and vice versa so requires the players perform their skills in all the variables 
in order to get to the point directly and optimal use of time-on the network 
and invest in winning the point, which led the researcher to develop 
positions in a mannercompetitive play and tactical applications to solve the 
problem of skills in general and especially offensive. 
 
Target of Search: 

1. The preparation of the competitive positions of play and its impact in 
some mental abilities and skills of offensive volleyball among a 
sample search. 

2. Determine the impact of competitive play in the positions of some of 
the mental capacity and level of performance of the offensive skills 
with the ball to the sample plane 

Icon Search 
1. There were statistically significant differences between tribal and post 

tests and for the post-test in some mental abilities and performance 
skills of offensive volleyball for the research sample. 

2. There were statistically significant differences in the post-test for the 
control and experimental groups and in favor of the experimental 
group in some capacity and the level of mental performance skills of 
offensive volleyball for the research sample. 

 
 
Areas of research: 

The human sphere: Some players clubs Diyala province for the first 
class are: Muqdadiyah, Shahraban and sports for the season 2011-2012. 
Temporal area: Duration of 2/8/2011 until 13/11/2011. 
Spatial domain: Hall of the Directorate of Youth and Sports Diyala province 
closed. 
Part II: 
Theoretical studies and similar studies: 
Contains this section on theoretical studies and similar studies in the 
theoretical studies researcher dealt with the following topics: attitudes play 
competitive, and mental abilities and skills of volleyball: which included: 
attention, and the types of attention, and aspects of attention, as well as to 
address the cognitive sense of kinesthetic, and how this perception (sense - 
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motor in volleyball, as well as the speed of motor response in volleyball, 
basic skills and the importance of ball flight. 
 
As similar studies and previous: 
Included the study (Najla Abdul Hamid Muhammad al-Mahdi) and study 
(Iman Fouad Hashem), as touched on the first study of the impact of the use 
of the way attitudes play in the education of some basic skills with the ball 
flight, while the other study, grabbed the use of the positions of play and its 
impact on the development of teaching some basic skills of offensive for 
basketball. 
 
Part III 
 Research methodology and procedures of the field: 
The researcher to choose the experimental method using the experimental 
design with a control arbitrator The two groups of experimental and the 
control of the relevance and nature of the problem for the purpose of access 
to the search results, and consists of the research community clubs Diyala 
province, the ball flight of the applicants (Club Muqdadiyah, Club 
Shahraban Club and the martyr of Staff, and the club Gazzanah Club and 
Abu Sidon, and the club Wajihiya, Club Hibhib, and Bani Saad) and so the 
sample is true and accurate must be representative of the community of the 
original accurate representation, and the researcher used hardware and tools, 
and tests of mental and scale methods of attention and evaluation form 
performance skills, and experience reconnaissance as well as statistical 
methods. 
 
Part IV 
Results, analysis and discussion: 
Circles were presented for billing, standard deviations and the value of (v) 
the calculated and indexed to the test results before and after the control and 
experimental groups for the variables under consideration, as well as 
discuss those results that have been reached by which to achieve the 
objectives of the research. 
 
Part V 
Conclusions and recommendations 
Conclusions 
In light of the results of research and scientific facts, the researcher to the 
following conclusions: 
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1. The use of the method of playing competitive positions had a positive 
impact in the development of the performance level of offensive skills 
(transmission, setup, and beating overwhelming, and the bulwark). 

2. The use of the method of playing competitive positions had a positive 
impact in the development of mental abilities (methods of attention, 
sense and perception - motor, the speed of motor response). 

3. The development of mental abilities (methods of attention, perception 
and sensation - kinesthetic, and motor speed of response), indicating 
that there is a positive impact of this capacity on the development of 
skill transmission, setup, and beating overwhelming, and the bulwark. 

4. The use of the method of playing competitive positions lead to the 
creation of positions in a variety of training during the performance of 
the offensive movements difficult and sudden. 

5. Not taking into account the mental capacity (methods of attention, and 
sense perception - kinesthetic) for the control group in the curricula of 
existing training, leading to weakness of the required level. 

Recommendations: 
In light of the conclusions reached by the researcher, recommends the 

following: 
1. Adoption of the way the positions of competitive play in training 

effectiveness at the level of performance of the offensive skills. 
2. Use the method of playing competitive position as a training and 

evolutionarily effectiveness of mental abilities (methods of attention, 
sensation and perception - motor, the speed of response), which has 
proved effective in the level of development of these capabilities. 

3. Need to use the method of playing competitive positions by the 
effects of staff in the development of offensive skills and mental 
capacity. 

4. Using the techniques and methods most closer to the positions of play 
and try to innovation and development of new attitudes to play. 

5. Conduct similar studies using the positions of competitive play in the 
development of defensive skills. 

6. Introduction of trainers in training sessions to keep abreast of 
developments in a game of volleyball. 


